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This paper is devoted to fundamental problems of the
generalized signal processing approach based on a seem-
ingly abstract idea: to introduce an additional noise source
which does not carry any information about a signal for the
purpose of improving qualitative characteristics of inform a-
tion processing systems. Theoretical and experimental
investigations carried out by the author lead to the conclu-
sion that the suggested signal processing approach allows
one to formulate a decision-making rule based on the
definition of the jointly sufficient statistics of mean and
variance of the likelihood function (or functional). Classi-
cal signal detection theory allows one to define only
sufficient statistics of the likelihood function (or func-
tional) mean. The presence of additional information about
statistical .characteristics of the likelihood function \or
functional) leads to the best qualitative algorithms of
signal detection in comparison with optimal signal detec-
tion algorithms ofthe classical theory. @ 1998Academic Press

1. INTRODUCTION-
Analysi.s of the classical theory of signal detection

in noise has demonstrated that the optimal signal
. detection algorithm (the correlation algorithm and

matched filtering) has been synthesized under the
following conditions [3-10,15,16]: a sample from
noise space, where a "yes" signal may exist, is
observed and analyzed. Optimal signal detection
algorithm allows one to define only the sufficient
statistic of likelihood function (or functional) mean
using a mutual correlation function. However, it is
well known that the most complete information
about the likelihood function (or functional) can be
derived only with jointly sufficient statistics of mean
and variance [1,2]. But this is impossible under the
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above-mentioned initial conditions of the classical
signal detection theory. The correlation signal detec-
tion algorithm and matched filtering are optimal and
furnish the same result. The correlation algorithm
and matched filtering are the best fits to classical
signal detection theory under these conditions.

However, a modification of the initial prerequi-
sites, arising from the fact that there is a noise space
harboring a domain where a "yes" signal may exist
and one where a "no" signal may exist that is known
a priori, allows one to synthesize a signal detection
algorithm generating jointly sufficient statistics of
mean and variance of the likelihood function (or
functional). It is reasonable to suggest that the more
statistical parameters of the likelihood function (or
functional) can be defined the more complete informa-
tion about the likelihood function (or functional) can
be derived. Furthermore, optimal signal detection
algorithms are components of a synthesized signal
detection algorithm. By virtue of this fact the last
algorithm has been called the generalized signal
detection algorithm. Investigations have indicated
that the generalized signal detection algorithm is in
excess of the optimal algorithm of the classical
theory of signal detection by qualitative characteris-
tics.

2. THEORY-
2.1. Statementof the Problem

The simplest signal detection problem is the prob-
lerri of binary detection in additive Gaussian noise
with the zero mean and spectral power density No/2.
An optimal detector may be realized as a matched
filter or a correlation receiver. Detection quality
depends on a standardized distance between two
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signal points of decision-making space. This distance
is characterized by signal energies, the coefficient of
correlation between signals, and the spectral power
density of additive noise. Given that signal energies
are the same, an optimal coefficient of correlation is
equal to -1. Moreover, the signal shape is of no
consequence. In spite of the fact that the classical
signal detection theory is very orderly and smooth it
cannot give the most complete answer to some of the
following questions. Consider recent results [3-11,
13-16].

It is necessary to check a hypothesis Ho that an
input stochastic process is a normal process and has
zero mean against an alternative HI that this pro-
cess is normal but has a mean varied by a known law
aCt). In a statistical sense this problem is solved in
the following manner. Uncorrelated coordinates

x = f}: fT X(t)F(t)dt, VAi Jo '

are considered as elements of an observed sample,
where X(t) is an input stochastic process within the
limits of the time interval [0, T] and Aiand Fi(t) are
eigennumbers and eigenfunctions of the integral
equation

F(t) = A faT R(y - t)F(y)dy, 0 < t < T,

where RCt) is a known correlation function of addi-
tive noise. As a rule the first N coordinates are
bounded.

When the hypothesis Ho is considered the likeli-
hood function of the observed sample Xl> . . . ,XN has
the form (hereafter we suppose for simplicity that
the variance of noise is equal to one)

1

[

IN

}fX!Ho(XIHo) = (21T)N/2 exp -:2 ~xf .
(1)

Values determined in the form

Xi = ~i + ai = ~ LT [~(t) + aCt)]Fi(t)dt

have been adopted as observed coordinates in consid-
ering the hypothesis HI, where ~(t) is Gaussian
noise. Then the likelihood function is

1

{

IN

}
fX\H/X!H1) = --;m exp - _2 2, (Xi - aY .

(21T) i=1
(2)

Using (1) and (2) the likelihood function ratio may be
written

fX\H1(XIH1)

fX\Ho(XjHo) =

exp
{

- ~f (Xi- aY
}2 i=1

exp
{
- ~f Xf

}2 i=1

i

N IN

}
= exp 2: Xiai - _2 2: a f

,=1 ,=1

= l(Xl> . . . ,XN) = C, (3)

where C is a constant which is determined by
performance criteria of the decision-making rule.
Taking the logarithm (3) we can write

N N

2, Xiai > KN =>HI or 2, Xiai ~KN=>Ho,KN
i=1 i=1

1 N

=lnC+:2~ af, (4)

where ~r:,la f = Ea is a signal energy.
It is contended that the signal detection algorithm

(4) is reduced to the calculation of ~i:lXiai and
comparison with a threshold KN' The signal detec-
tion algorithm has been set to be optimal for any of
the selected performance criteria: Bayes' criterion,
including as particular cases the posterior probabil-
ity maximum and likelihood maximum; Neuman
and Pierson's criterion; and the minimax criterion
[11], and is called the correlation algorithm since a
mutual correlation function is defined between input
process X(t) and signal a(t).

During analysis of the signal detection algorithm
(4), a property which is determined by noise immu-
nity in conjunction with other factors is obtained.
The essence of the analysis is reduced to substitution
into (4) ofthe real values Xi = ai + ~i(hypothesis HI)
or Xi = ~i(hypothesis Ho),

N N N

2, Xiai = 2,af + 2, ai~i =>H1,
i=1 i~1 i~1

N N

"V Xu. = "V a.t.. => H o.£..; " .£..; ,<", ,
i=1 i=1

where the term ~r:,lai~i is characterized as a noise
component with zero mean and finite variance, deter-
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mined

as N =}oo lim
{

~t.
)

2 - EalVo
N ~ a"", --~OO i=1 2 '

(5)

No/2 is a spectral power density of noise. The detec-
tion parameter

~
q = 'Vii;

(6)

can be considered as qualitative characteristic of the
signal detection algorithm (4) (hereafter it will be
called signal-to-noise). Parameter (6) is very impor-
tant and defines noise immunity together with other
factors.

Consider the factors producing some questions
under synthesis of the signal detection algorithm (4).
It is known that k~1Xi (sufficient statistic of the
mean) and k~1X~ (sufficient statistic of the variance)
are jointly sufficient statistics characterizing a distri-
bution law of the random values Xi. Sufficient statis-
tics k~1X~ of the likelihood functions (XIH/X! HI)
and (xIHo(XIHo) are reduced under synthesis of the
signal detection algorithm (4). This is correct rela-
tive to the statistical theory of decision-making and
writing form. But in a physical sense this causes a
specific perplexity. The fact is that a "yes" signal (the
mean ai of the observed sample Xl, . . . , XN is not
zero) is meant in the numerator (3) and a "no" signal
is meant in the denominator (3) under observation of
the same coordinates. It would be hard to imagine
another approach for the same sample Xl> . . . , XN in
the numerator and denominator of the likelihood
function ratio. The question arises. Might a signal
detection algorithm lossless of sufficient statistic of
variance characterizing a distribution law be synthe-
sized? Another factor producing some questions is
that signal detection is performed with noise compo-

. nent k~1ai£i' which is caused by interaction between
signal and noise. Variance of the noise component is
proportional to signal energy, as follows from (5). The
fact that signal-to-noise for the signal detection
algorithm (4) defined by (6) is not proportional to
2EJNo but is proportional to the square root of
2EalNo is a consequence of this. Is this good or bad?
One would think it is good given 2EalNo < 1 but
when the false alarm probability PF is equal to 10-3,
for example, and given q < 1 the probability of
correct detection Po does not exceed 0.1, that is a
practically inoperative region for a signal detection.
Given 2EJNo > 1 and q = ~2EJN 0, Po is smaller in
comparison with the proportional function (q = Eal

No). This conclusion seems to be unusual but it is
real, which will be shown in what follows.

Analyzing the signal detection algorithm (4) it can
be noted that it is assumed to be optimal under the
following conditions.

. The likelihood function (or functional) is taken
using the same sample where the numerator as-
sumes a "yes" signal and the denominator assumes a
"no" signal. As this takes place, standard statistics
are reduced and additional information is lost (suffi-
cientstatistic of likelihood function variance). The
expression obtained maintains a calculation of suffi-
cient statistic of the likelihood function mean only.

. In the theoretical aspect the signal detection
algorithm (4) has not been synthesized rigorously
because a mutual correlation function between input
stochastic process Xi and signal ai has been deter-
mined by the left part of(4); the left part (4) vanishes
given "no" signal in input stochastic process Xi and
any physical sense is wasted. In practice the signal
detection algorithm (4) is implemented when a sig-
nal structure ai is superseded by its model a f in
receiver (aT = kai), where k is a coefficient of prop or-
tionality.

. Given that signal structure ai is superseded by
its model a f, the noise component k~1a f £i caused by
interaction among signal model and noise is brought
about.

. The variance of the marked noise component is
proportional to the energy of the signal model, i.e.,
E:No/2, where E: is the energy of the signal model
and No/2 is the spectral power density of noise.

. Signal detection algorithm (4) does not allow
one to obtain a ratio between energy characteristics
of signal and noise in the form 2Eal No. PD is a
function of square root of the ratio between signal
and noise energy characteristics, i.e., signal-to-noise
is equal to ~2EaINo'

. Signal detection algorithm (4) does not afford
signal detection given that the signal structure is not
in agreement with the structure of the signal model.

. In general a detector synthesized according to
signal detection algorithm (4) must be a tracker but
not a clear detector because an instant of signal
appearance on the time axis is of unknown origin.

Considering the conditions of optimality for the
signal detection algorithm (4) set forth briefly given
that the same sample is observed in the numerator
and denominator of the likelihood function, it is the
author's opinion that it is necessary to make a
critical review of initial prerequisites which consti-
tute the foundation of classical signal detection
theory.
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2.2. InitialPrerequisites
Signal detection algorithm (4) has been synthe-

sized based on a proposal that there is a frequency-
time region Z of interferences where a signal may be
present; i.e., there is an observed sample from this
region relative to which it is necessary to make a
decision "yes" signal (hypothesis HI) or "no" signal
(hypothesis Ho).

Modify initial prerequisites of the classical signal
detection theory. Suppose there are two independent
frequency-time interference regions Z and Z* within
a space A. Interferences from these regions adhere to
the same distribution law with the same statistic
parameters (the same distribution law and equality
of statistic parameters have been selected for simplic-
ity of analysis; in the general case distribution laws
and statistic parameters may be unequal). A "yes"
signal may be possible in the interference region Z as
before. It is known a priori that a "no" signal is in the
interference region Z*. In what follows we will call
the interference region Z* and use the observed
sample from this region as a reference. It is neces-
sary to make a decision "yes" signal (hypothesis HI)
or "no" signal (hypothesis Ho) in an observed sample
from the region Z by comparison of distribution law
statistic parameters of this observed sample with
parameters of the observed sample from the refer-
ence region Z*.

The problem must be solved using the decision-
making statistic theory. Thus, it is necessary to
accumulate and compare statistic data defining sta-
tistic parameters of distribution laws of observed
samples from two independent frequency-time re-
gions Z and Z*. If distribution law statistic param-
eters for two samples are the same or' differ from
each other with a given precision, then the decision
"no" signal in the observed sample from the region Z
(hypothesis Ho) is made. If distribution law statistic
parameters of the sample from the region Z differ
from parameters of the reference sample from the
region Z* by a value wnich exceeds the previously
given precision, then the decision "yes" signal in the
region Z (hypothesis HI) is made.

2.3. Likelihood Ratio

Now, the problem is to obtain jointly sufficient
statistics for a definition of statistic parameters of
distribution laws. For this purpose let us refer to
[17,22-28]. It is known [1,2] that sufficient statistics
have been determined given that the likelihood
function has an extremum. In the general case a
condition of the likelihood function extremum by a

parameter determined with a given precision is

afx(Xl>' . . ,xN/e)
ae 0,

where N is a sample size determining a given
precision, and e is the parameter to be determined.
However, this equation has not been adopted practi-
cally. A simple mathematical procedure simplifies a
representation of this equation. Since the logarithm
is a monotonic function the extrema of the functions
fx(Xl> . . . ,X N) and Infx(X 1>. . . ,XN) are reached at
the same values of parameter e. Therefore the likeli-
hood function equation is usually written in the form

a Infx(Xl>'" ,xN/e)
06 = O. (7)

As was shown in [2] using (2) and (7) it is easy to
prove that k~lXiai and k~lX~ are jointly sufficient
statistics of likelihood function parameters (2) for
the observed sample Xl> .. . , XN. Given (1) the likeli-
hood function for the reference sample 'TI1>. . . , 'TINis

1

{

IN

}f,/rll> . . . , 'TIN)= (21T)N/2exp . - '2~'TI; ,
(8)

where k~l 'TITis a sufficient statistic of likelihood
function parameters for the reference sample 'TI1>
. . . , 'TIN.

In defining sufficient statistics using the samples
X1> ..., XN and 'TII, ..., 'TIN,a problem of their
comparison arises. Usually for this purpose a differ-
ence device is used (Fig. 1). Resulting sufficient statis-
tics will be observed at the output of the difference
device:

Infx(Xl>'" ,XN) -lnfT)('TII", ., 'TIN)

I

{

N N N N

}= '2 ~2Xiai - ~XT + ~'TIT - ~a ~. (9)

It is acceptable to refer the last term ofthe right side

lnfx(X1> .:.,XN)

+r-'-
+

FIG.!. Definition ofjointly sufficient statistic.
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of (9) to a threshold independent of the observed
. sample as in (4). Expression (9) obtained by defini-
tion of resulting sufficient statistic is a logarithm of
the likelihood function. The signal detection algo-
rithm based on two independent observed samples,
one of which is the reference sample with a priori
information "no" signal, follows from (9):

In{x(Xl>' . . ,XN)

fX(X1' ..., XN )}-lnf1j('T)l, ..., 'T)N)= In (1j('T)I,"" TIN)

I

{

N N N N

}= 2 ~2 Xiai - ~X~ + ~TI~ - ~a~ = In C

or
N N N

~ 2Xiai - ~ X~ + ~ 'T)~ = K"k
i=1 i=l i=l

(10)

Proceeding from conventional concepts it follows
that hypothesis HI ("yes" signal in the observed
sample Xl> . . . , XN) is assumed if an inequality is
performed,

N N N

~ 2Xiai - ~X~ + ~ TJ~>Kt,
i=l i=1 i=l

(11)

and hypothesis Ho ("no" signal in the observed
sample Xl> . . . , XN) is assumed if an inverse inequal-
ity is performed. The first term of the left side of(ll)
is the signal detection algorithm (4). The more
rigorous way of writing (11) based on the analysis
performed in Section 2.1 is

N N N

~ 2X-a'!'- ~ X?+ ~""'?>K*..:::.. " ..:::.. , ..:::.. '" N,
i=1 i~1 i=1

(12)

where a Tis a signal model. Analysis of the signal
detection algorithm (12) performed on the same
procedure as in Section 2.1 shows that considering
the hypothesis HI (Xi = ai + ~i)and givenai = a'rthe
left side of(12) has the form

N N N

2 ~ [ai+ ~Jat - 2: [ai + ~iF + 2: TJ~
i=1 i=1 i=l

N N N

= 2: a~+ 2: TJ~- ~ ~~,
i=1 i=1 i=1

where 2:~la~ = Ea is signal energy, and
2:f:1TJ~ - 2:f:1~~ is background noise. Considering

hypothesis HO(Xi = ~i' ai = 0) and given a'[ = ai the
left side of(12) has the form 2:f:1TJ~- 2:f:1~r

Subsequent analysis of the signal detection algo-
rithm (12) will be performed given ai = a fsolely. How
this is done is discussed in Section 4. It is necessary
to note that 2:~1'T)~- 2:f'..I~~ => 0 as N => 00 in the
statistic sense since the processes ~i and TJi are
uncorrelated and have the same spectral power
density No/2 according to initial conditions.

By this means it was shown that algorithms for
signal detection by both observed sample Xl> . . ,.,XN
and two independent observed samples Xl, . . . , XN
and TJl . . . , TJNhave the same approach and are
determined by the likelihood. function using the
statistical theory of decision-making. The difference
is that the numerator and the denominator of the
likelihood function used for synthesis of the signal
detection algorithm (4) involve the same observed
sample (see (3)) but it is assumed that there is a "yes"
signal in the numerator and "no" signal in the
denominator. The numerator of the likelihood func-
tion used for a synthesis of the signal detection
algorithm (12) involves the observed sample where a
"yes" signal may be, and the denominator involves
the reference sample relative to which it is known a
priori that there is a "no"signal. On this basis it can
be noted that sufficient statistic 2:f'..IXiai has been
applied only for definition of the mean in the signal
detection algorithm (4). In the signal detection algo-
rithm (12) jointly sufficient statistics 2:f'..12Xiaiand
2:f:l(TI; - X~) are used for definition of the mean and
variance ofthe likelihood function. This fact permits
more complete information in decision-making in
comparison with the algorithm (4). Heuristic synthe-
sis of the algorithm (12) was first made in [20,21].
Signal detection algorithm (12) is free from a se-
quence of conditions unique to the signal detection
algorithm (4). Ai3algorithm (4) is a component of the
algorithm (12) the latter has been called the general-
ized signal detection algorithm [17,20-421.

2.4. Physicotechnicallnterpretation
Technical realization of independent samples from

the regions Z and Z* adhering to the same distribu-
tion law with the same statistic parameters is not
difficult. Solutions of the detection problem for the
signal aCt) with additive Gaussian noise net) are
presented in [2-16]. The observed process X(t) has
been examined at the output of a receiver linear
section which has an ideal amplitude-frequency
response and bandwidth b.F. It is assumed that noise
at the input of the receiver linear section is white,
having the correlation function (No/2)f#2 - t1), where
8(x) is a delta function. Signal aCt) is assumed
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completely known and signal energy is equal to one.
Spectral power density No/2 is considered as an a
priori indeterminate parameter. The gain of the
receiver linear section is equal to one. By analysis
the problem has been reduced to a test ofthe complex
hypothesis with solving function

Re LT X(t)a*(t)dt > C(a) LT IX(t)12dt,

where a*(t) is a filter matched with a signal, C«X)is a

constant determined by PF, and foT!X(t)12dt is a
statistic for the definition of a decision function. The

signal detector synthesized in accordance with the
above-mentioned decision function makes the PF
stable given that a power of noise is unknown and
has the greatestPD for any signal-to-noise.

Interpret this problem. Let us use two receiver
linear sections for a statistic set. These receiver
linear sections will be called the preliminary (PF)
and additional (AF) filters. Amplitude-frequency
responses of the PF and AF must adhere to the same
law. Resonance frequencies of the PF andAF must be
detuned relative to each other by a value determined
from results [18,19] for the purpose of providing
uncorrelated statistics at the PF and AF outputs.
The detuning value between the resonance frequen-
cies of the PF and AF is in excess of the effective

signal bandwidth AFa. As was shown in [18,19], if
this value is run into 4 - 5AFa, a coefficient of
correlation between statistics at the PF and AF
outputs tends to zero. Practically these statistics
may be regarded as uncorrelated. The effective PF
bandwidth is equal to signal frequency one (it may be
greater but this is undesirable, as the interference
power at the PF output is proportional to the effec-
tive bandwidth). The effective AF bandwidth may be
smaller than that of the PF but in the present paper
the effective AF bandwidth is assumed to be the

same. as that of the PF. By these means uncorrelative.
observed samples of stochastic processes are ar-
ranged at the PF and AF outputs. These samples
adhere to the same distribution law with the same
statistic characteristics given that the same process
is present at the PF and AF inputs (even if this
process is white noise having a correlation function
(No/2)8(t2 - t 1»'

A physico technical interpretation of the signal
detection algorithm (12) is the following.

. AF may be a source of the reference sample 111,
. . . , l1N from the interference region Z*. The AF
resonance frequency is detuned relative to the car-
rier frequency of a signal by a value which may be

defined based on [18,19,35-42] depending on a spe-
cific practical situation.

. PF may be a source of the observed sample Xl,
. . . , XN from the interference region Z. The PF
bandwidth is in agreement with the effective signal
bandwidth. The value of the PF bandwidth is in
agreement with that of the AF bandwidth.

. The first term in (12) corresponds to a synthesis
of the detector correlation channel with twice the
gain.

. The second term in (12) corresponds to a synthe-
sis of the detector autocorrelation channel contacted
with the PF.

. The third term in (12) corresponds to a synthe-
sis of the detector autocorrelation channel contacted
with the AF.

. The statistic of' the detector autocorrelation
channel contacted with the PF is subtracted from the
statistic of a detector autocorrelation channel con-
tacted with the AF. As a result I~ll1~ - I~l£~ ==>0 as
N ==>00 in the statistic sense.

. The statistic of the detector autocorrelation
channel contacted with the PF is subtracted from the
statistic of a detector correlation channel. As a result
complete compensation of the noise component
I~la T ~i of the signal detection algorithm (4) is
executed given a f = a;,where a f is a signal model.

The detector block diagram presented in Fig. 2 has
been synthesized based on the above-stated physico-
technical interpretation of the generalized signal
detection algorithm (12) [21,22].

3. EXPERIMENT-
Before proceeding to the results of experimental

investigation of the generalized signal detection
algorithm we first say some words about the synthe-

1];.

w,.-
{

ai + ni => HI
,- '

ni => Ho.

z =
{

~1(a~i+1Jl-€l)=>HI,
9 2.:f':,(1J;-€l)=>Ho.

FIG. 2. Physicotechnical interpretation of the generalized
signal detection algorithm.
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sis of the generalized detector block diagram repre-
'sented in Fig. 3. It should be stressed that the
synthesis of the generalized detector block diagram
has been carried out based on theoretical results
[17,22-33].

A generalized detector block diagram with a
threshold apparatus (THRA) has been synthesized
for signal detection by the Neuman-Pierson crite-
rion (see Fig. 3). Switch Kl takes position 1 given
"no" signal in input stochastic process. At that in-
stant statistical characteristics of background noise
are defined. As was noted in [12], statistical charac-
teristics of interferences for self-training systems
can be defined by a radar guidance, for example, in a
space with "no" target (signal) as is known a priori.
This approach can be used for definition of statistical
characteristics of background noise and threshold
K,&, eliminating simultaneously the influence of the
generalized detector correlation channel. At the first
instant we must fulfill the condition al(t) = a*(t) =
0, where a*(t) is a signal model. After definition of
background noise statistical characteristics and
threshold K'&by the decision function <p(a)(decision
block, DB) switch K1 takes position 2. THRA should
be taken out of service from the indicators fl[Zg, t]
and f2[Zg, a*] by switch K2 given that the decision
"yes" signal in input stochastic process has been
made performing herewith their unlocking and allow-
ing simultaneous analysis of detector output process
to define the signal structure and unknown param-
eters of signal (position 2 for switch K2). If THRA
output is connected to the signal model generator
switching apparatus (SGSA) input which can be
made as a relay device there will be the possibility of
automatic switching on the signal model generator
(SMG) to define unknown signal parameters and
structure given that the decision "yes" signal in
input stochastic process has been made. At that
instant we must fulfill the condition a *(t) =1=0 or
SMG must be switched on. We will see in what
follows how the condition al(t) = a*(t) must be
fulfilled. It should be noted that the generalized

'Ii

FIG. 3. Generalizeddetector.

FIG. 4. Correlation detector.

detector can be realized by a widely known element
base and it is not required to create a new one. One
possibility for practical realization ofthe generalized
detector is represented in Fig. 3. It is reasonable that
there are many practical realizations ofthe general-
ized detector but the development concept of all
variants is the same.

3.1. Conditionsof ExperimentalInvestigations
. Noise has been imitated by a generator of

random uncorrelated numbers which adhere to the
normal distribution law with zero mean and finite
variance. Conditions ofPF andAF choice and correla-
tion between PF and AF amplitude-frequency re-
sponses have been discussed in detail in [22-25].

. Signal is a zero phase-manipulated sequence of
the recurrent codewith a number of the first digits to
5 and period N (N = 31). .

. Averaged process has been observed at the
detector outputs:

- The optimal detector,

1 L

Zap = N . 2: Xia f,,=L-N

a block diagram of which is represented in Fig. 4.
-The generalized detector,

l

{

L L L

}
Zg = N 2: 2Xia~:- 2: X~+ 2: 'ilL

i=L- N i=L-N i=L-N

where

Xi = fau + ~i ~Hl
l£i ~ Ho '

is a process at the PF output; au is a signal. When
experimental investigations are performed a signal
location on the time axis has been determined as
ali = al given L = Lo + Nand ali = 0 given L =1=Lo +
N. Lo is an instant of the origin. £iis noise at the PF
output. a f is a signal model. Given L = Lo + N, a
signal model formed in a receiver is matched with
signal by structure within the limits of the time
interval. 1)i is noise at the AF output. Sequences ~i

~



and TJiare not correlated due to choosing of PF and
AF amplitude-frequency responses [22,30].

. It was suggested that the energy of the signal
model forthe generalized detector has been changed
from zero to a definite fixed value which is consider-
ably in excess of the signal energy for the optimal
detector. Variation of signal model energy has been
carried out by changing signal model amplitude (the
element of tracking system). .

. Sample size is 60 for each differential time
change. ,

. The process at the detector output has been
performed in the following coordinate systems:

-the optimal detector, with the indicator
fl[Zop,t] where ti is discrete time;

- the generalized detector, with the indicators
fl[Zg, t] andf2[Zg, a*] simultaneously.
. . Both detectors have been held under absolutely
equal experimental conditions in terms of energy
parameters of signal and noise at the detector input.

. A tracking window procedure has been used for
signal detection.

. Experimental investigations have been carried
out for the following signal-to-noise ratios by power
at the optimal and generalized detector inputs (the
PF output):

-15.92 dB is a region of clear signal detection
by the optimal detector;

-0.96 dB is a region of failure to detect the
signal by the optimal detector.

4. RESULTS-
4.1. Signal-to-Noise by Poweris Equalto 15.92 dB

Optimal Detector
Given a "yes" signal in the input stochastic process

the statistic Zap at the optimal detector output
obse:r:ved by the indicator f1[ZoP't] is represented in
Fig. 5. Signal-to-noise by power at the optimal
detector input is equal to 15.92 dB. The abscissa is a
time axis. Statistic Zap is observed along the ab-
scissa. The ordinate is the amplitude of the statistic
Zapat the optimal detector output. During one differ-
ential time change the sample size is 60.

Referring to Fig. 5, it can be seen that the noise
component of the optimal detector is observed at the
differential time changes from 0 to 29 and from 31 to
68. The noise component

1 L

ZOP=N.2: ani,=L-N
(13)
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FIG, 5, Optimal detector. Signal-to-noise by power is equal
to 15.92 dB.

caused by interaction between the signal model and
the noise has zero mean and variance 1.47. The process

1 L

Zap = N 2: [aIiaj+aj~1i=L-N
(14)

observed at the 30th differential time change indi-
cates a "yes" signal in the input stochastic process.
H l~L *. f

.
1ere N "'-'i=L-NaIp i IS an average 0 sIgna energy

given a* = al. Signal-to-noise by power at the
detector output is equal to 15.74 dB. Root-mean-
square scatter of points relative to an average of
signal energy (Fig. 5) is caused by variance of noise
component. Signal is clearly detected by the optimal.
detector given that signal-to-noise by power at the
detector input is equal to 15.92 dB.

Generalized Detector: Observation by Indicator

fl[Zg, tJ
Background noise

1 L
Zg = - 2: (TJ~ - ~n

N i=L-N
(15)
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FIG, 6. Generalized detector background noise.

characterized by zero mean and variance 0.64 (Fig. 6)
is observed at the detector output given a* = 0 (the
SMG must be switched off) and al = 0 ("no" signal in
the input stochastic process). It is easy to verify that
variance of background noise is less than that of
the noise component of the optimal detector (see
Fig. 5). Here it is pertinent that the variance of the
noise component is defined by the product of signal
model energy and variance of noise £ at the PF
output. With an increase in the energy of the signal
model the variance of the noise component increases.
Variance of background noise is independent of
signal model energy and average of signal energy.
The statistic of background noise is represented in
Fig. 6.

The statistic obtained given a* = 0, .al =1=0 is
represented in Fig. 7. These conditions imply that
the SMG is switched off and there is a "yes" signal in
the input stochastic process. The statistic observed
at the generalized detector output under these condi-
tions is described by the expression

1 L
Zg = N 2: (-aii - 2ali£i - £~+ 'Iln

i=L-N
(16)

, An average of signal energy (the first term) and a
random component i,'Lf=L-N2ali£i caused by interac-
tion among signal and noise (the second term) is
added with the "minus" sign to background noise. An
average of the signal energy and a random compo-
nent are present within the limits of the signal
interval on the time axis solely. Variance of the
random component is maximum given L = Lo + N,

Comparing Figs. 6 and 7 one can readily see as the
statistic Zg at the detector output is varied given a
"yes" signal in the input stochastic process. It is
easily seen that the statistic Zg at the detector output
is completely matched with the background noise on

t
L.

30 60 7040 50

the time axis region given a "no" signal in the input
stochastic process (see Figs. 6 and 7, differential
changes from 60 to 68). Analyzing the statistic
represented in Fig. 7, it may be deduced that a signal
is clearly detected in the input stochastic process;
moreover the signal may be an arbitrary structure.
Variance of the statistic Zg at the detector output
rises steeply in a distinct region of the time axis, This
phenomenon is caused by interaction between signal
and noise, We can state with assurance there is a
"yes" signal in input stochastic process. But the
signal structure is unknown and it is unjustified to
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reason that the detected signal has an expected
structure,

The, statistic

1 L
Z =- 2: l2ala"'-a2'+2a:'~-2al,~-~2+112)

g Ni=L-N " lL' '" I,
(17)

is observed at the detector output given a* * 0 (the
SMG is switched on for definition of signal structure
and parameters) and al * 0 ("yes" signal in input
stochastic process), Signal structure is defined given
that the signal model is matched with a signal.
Given a* = al and L * Lo + N, which means no
falling within the limits of the same time interval
between signal model and signal, or L = Lo + N,
which means falling within the limits of the same
time interval between signal model and signal, the
statistic at the generalized detector output is repre-
sented in Fig, 8, In this connection it is necessary to
consider two cases,

Case L ¥ Lo + N, In this case due attention
should be given to observation sections of the time
axis where signal influence is present (the differ-
ential time changes 0-60) and absent (the differen-
tial time changes 61-68), Given "no" signal the
statistic at the detector output analyzed within the
limits of the time interval is determined by the

Zg
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FIG. 8. Generalized detector, Correlation and autocorrela-
tion channels; indicator fl[Zg, t].

expressIOn

1 L

Zg = N i~N j2aHi - ~t + 'YJn
(18)

The noise component caused by interaction between
signal model and noise at the PF output is added to
the background noise, The variance of this statistic
is increased in comparison with that of background
noise because of the increase in the degree of uncer-
tainty, This is the reason it is expedient to carry out
an analysis of the statistic at the detector output
under signal detection (but not definition of signal
structure and parameters) given that the SMG is
switched off (a* = 0) for a decrease in the degree of

uncertainty, This is an important and essential
salient feature of generalized detector operation.
The identification process suggests a signal struc-
ture definition: the signal of an expected structure or
some other signal is detected.

The statistic

1 L

Z~= N ~ !2aliar-aIi+2ai~i-2ali~;\
i=L-N

(19)

is added to background noise within the limits of the
time interval given a "yes" signaL It'is easy to notice
a drastic increase in the variance of the statistic as a
result of the influence of the first and second terms
because of noncorrelation between al and a* and a
great amplitude of signal, but the variance of the
statistic is independent of these terms, However, the
third and fourth terms presenting the correlation
channel noise component and the autocorrelation
channel random component of the generalized detec-
tor influence the variance of the statistic, as they are
stochastic. A further problem is to define whether
essential variation ofthe statistic's variance is caused
by a "yes" signal of expected structure in input
stochastic process, To solve this problem it is neces-
sary to define a signal structure and parameters
falling within the limits of the same time interval
between signal model and signal,

Case L = Lo + N. It is reasonable to consider this
case at the differential time change 30 (see Fig, 8),
Here the statistic at the detector output is deter-
mined by the expression

1 L
Z - - "

12
* - 2 - /:2 + 2

1

g - N £.J alia i ali ""i 'YJii=L-N
(20)

as al and a * appear to be correlated given L = Lo +

1m



N, and the correlation channel noise component and
autocorrelation channel random component of the
generalized detector are completely compensated at
this differential time change by correlation between
them whereas they are not correlated at other differ-
ential time changes within the limits
of the time axis. The detected signal is clearly seen
at the differential time change 30. Signal-to-
noise by power at the detector output is equal to
22.98 dB.

A distinctive property of the differential time
change 30 (see Fig. 8) is a severe decrease in variance
of statistic at the detector output by value and an
abrupt jump up to the average of signal energy. The
variance of the signal component relative to an
average of signal energy is determined by the vari-
ance of background noise (15) (see Fig. 6, the differen-
tial time change 30). Mentioned features define the
detection of a signal with the expected structure and
signal location within the limits of the time axis. At
this differential time change the position of the
statistic relative to the zero axis is characterized by a
mean corresponding to the average of signal energy
and variance of background noise.

Generalized Detector: Observation by Indicator

f2[Zg, a*]
The indicator f2[Zg, a*] is necessary for the follow-

ing reason. For the optimal detector it is not neces-
sary to fulfill the condition a * = aI, as the signal
amplitude, as a rule, is unknown. The amplitude ot.
the signal model (reference voltage) is chosen given
a * = kal where k is a proportionality coefficient
which can be either greater or lesser than one in the
general case. For the generalized detector a compen-
sation among the correlation channel noise compo-
nent and the autocorrelation channel random compo-
nent is carried out given a* = al (k = 1) solely.
Additional information at both signal detection and

. definition of signal parameters can be gleaned by the
'indicator f2[Zg, a*].

Given L 1=Lo + N the statistic at the detector
output as a function of variation of the signal model
amplitude is represented in Fig. 9. The tracking
window of the correlation channel is mismatched

with the signal within the limits of the time axis.
One can see that the statistic at the generalized
detector output is displaced downward by a value
E~I relative to the zero axis given that the SMG is
switched off(a* = 0).

E ~I is a part of the total signal energy which is
equivalent to the matching degree of the tracking
window with the signal within the limits of the time
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FIG. 9. Generalized detector. No falling within the limits of
the same time interval between signal model and signal by
structure; indicator f2[Zg,a*1.

axis. Given a * = 0 the variance of the statistic is
determined by the stochastic process

1 L

Z~ = N 2: !-2aIi~i - ~~ + T)~J.i=L-N
(21)

With an increase in the amplitude of the signal
model the variance of the statistic at the generalized
detector output increases linearly due to the addi-
tional action of the correlation channel noise compo-
nent :J.rIr=L-N2a f~i which increases the degree of
uncertainty.

Given L = Lo + N the statistic at the generalized
detector output is represented as a function of the
signal model amplitude in Fig. 10. The tracking
window is matched with the signal within the limits
of the time axis. Given a* = 0 (the SMG is switched
off) the parameters of the statistic at the generalized
detector output correspond to those at the differen-
tial time change 30 in Fig. 7. Herewith the observed
statistic is displaced downward by an average of
signal energy Eal relative to the zero axis of coordi-
nate system of the indicator f2[Zg, a*]. With an
increase in the amplitude of signal model the mean
of the statistic at the generalized detector output is
varied by the expression :J.rkf=L-N!2aliaf - a tJ and
has a positive tilt angle relative to the zero axis of the
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the same time intervalbetween signal model and signal by

structure;indicatorfz[Zg,a *].

coordinate system of the indicator f2[Zg, a*]. Given
a* = O.5al the mean is equal to zero. Given a* = al

the mean is an average of signal energy. With further
increase in the amplitude of signal model the mean
increases linearly. Variance of the statistic at the
detector output is determined by the stochastic
process

1 L

Z'; = N 2: 12aHi - 2a1i~i - ~;+ 11ni~L-N
(22)

With an increase in the amplitude of the signal
model from 0 to a * = al the variance of the statistic
at the detector output decreases. Given a * = al the
variance is minimum and corresponds to that of
background noise. By this means, the effect of com-
plete compensation between the correlation channel

noise component fv"2.r=L-N2aT~i causedby interaction
among signal model and noise and the autocorrela-
tion channel random component fvIr=L-N2ali~i
caused by interaction among signal and noise is
realized owing to their correlation. In doing this,
variance of the signal component is caused by vari-

ance of the background noise at the differential time
change 30 (see Figs. 6 and 8).

With a further increase in the amplitude of the
signal model the variance of the statistic at the
detector output increases. By this means, with an
increase in the amplitude of the signal model from 0
to a* = a1 the variance of the statistic at the detector
output decreases to a minimum. Given a * > al the
variance of the statistic at the detector output in-
creases. Furthermore the symmetry axis ofthe statis-
tic at the detector output determined by the expres-
sion fvIr=L-J2alia T- a~i I can easily been seen. By
this means, given L = Lo + N, the differential time
change 30 in Fig. 8 and the equality a * = al in Fig. 10
define a signal location on the time axis and an
average of signal energy.

Analysis of experimental results given that signal-
to-noise by power at the detector input is equal to
15.92 dB leads us to the following conclusions.

. Signal is detected by employment of the optimal
detector given that signal-to-noise by power at the
detector input is equal to 15.92 dB. Signal-to-noise
by power at the optimal detector output is equal to
15.74 dB.

. Evidence of signal detection by employment of
the optimal detector is given by the fact that the
signal component exceeds the noise component
caused by the interaction between signal model and
noise. This corresponds to the criterion of likelihood
function maximum.

. Signal is detected by employment of the general-
ized detector given that signal-to-noise by power at
the detector input is equal to 15.92 dB. Signal-to-
noise by power at the generalized detector output is
equal to 22.98 dB.

. Evidence of signal detection by employment of
the generalized detector is the following:

-Excess of signal component over background
noise given a* = 0 (the SMG is switched off). This
corresponds to the criterion which can be defined by
the likelihood function. Given "no" signal in input
stochastic process (al = 0) the excess is absent and
background noise is observed solely. Displacement of
statistic at the detector output is caused by sign
"minus" of autocorrelation channel of the general-
ized detector (see Fig. 7). .

-Given a* = 0 the statistic at the detector
output is displaced downward by a value of signal
energy. Under mismatching between the tracking
window of correlation channel and signal on the time
axis a displacement of statistic at the detector output
is carried out by a value of signal energy part which
is equivalent to matching degree among the tracking
window of correlation channel and signal on the time
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axis (see Fig. 9). Given that the tracking window of
correlation channel is completely matched with sig-
nal on the time axis a displacement of statistic at the
detector output is carried out by average of signal
energy (see Fig. 10).

- Under incomplete matching between the track-
ingwindow of the correlation channel and the signal
on the time axis the variance of the statistic at the
generalized detector output increases relative to a
symmetry axis determined by signal energy with
increase in the amplitude of signal model. In this
case the signal energy is equivalent to matching
degree among the tracking window of correlation
channel and signal on the time axis. Given "no"
signal in the input stochastic process, or the tracking
window of correlation channel being completely mis-
matched with the signal on the time axis, the
variance of the statistic at the generalized detector
output increases with increase in the amplitude of
signal model relative to a symmetry axis correspond-
ing to the zero axis. Given that the tracking window
of the correlation channel is completely matched
with the signal on the time axis, the variance of the
statistic at the generalized detector output decreases
with increase in the amplitude of signal model from
the zero to amplitude of signal. Given equality
between amplitude of signal model and amplitude of
signal the variance of the statistic at the generalized
detector output becomes minimum and corresponds
to the variance of background noise (see Figs. 6, 8,
and 10, accordingly). With a further increase in the
amplitude of signal model the variance of the statis-
tic at the generalized detector output increases. ,.
Given that the amplitude of signal model is equal
to the amplitude of signal an effect of complete
compensation among correlation channel noise com-
ponent il'i.f=L-N2a f ~i caused by interaction between
signal model and noise and autocorrelation channel
random component },!.r=L-N2ali~icaused by interac-
tion between signal and noise is observed by virtue of
their correlation given that the tracking window of
,correlation channel is completely matched with sig-
nal on the time axis.

- If the amplitude of signal model is varied the
statistic at the generalized detector output has a
symmetry axis observed by the coordinate system of
the indicator f2[Zg, a*] given a complete match be-
tween the tracking window of the correlation channel
arid the signal on the time axis. Symmetry axis is
determined by the expression },!.r=L-J2a1ia r- a rJThe
presence of a symmetry axis tilt angle relative to
abscissa of coordinate system of the indicator
f2[Zg, a*] (axis a*) is a marker "yes" 'signal in the
input stochastic process (see Fig. 10).

. The presence of a signal component given equal-
ity between amplitude of signal model and the
amplitude of signal and decrease in variance of the
statistic at the generalized detector output from a
value determined by (22) to variance of background
noise (in other words, a decrease in the degree of
uncertainty to minimum) are a consequence of the
above-mentioned evidence of signal detection by
employment of the generalized detector (see Fig. 8,
the differential time change 30).

. Generalized detector has the greater informa-
tive evidence in comparIson with optimal detection
under signal detection and definition of signal param-
eters. Signal detection, definition, and estimation of
signal parameters are carried out by the indicators
fl [Zg, t] and f2[Zg, a *] simultanepusly for the general-
ized detector.

4.2. Signal-to-Noiseby PowerIs Equalto 0.96dB

Optimal Detector
Given "no" signal in input stochastic process the

statistic at the detector output is represented in Fig.
11. Presented process is noise component (13) caused
by interaction between signal model and noise. The
statistic has zero mean. Variance of the statistic is
approximately equal to 0.23. Given "yes" signal in
input stochastic process the statistic at the detector
output is represented in Fig. 12. This statistic is
determined by expression (14). Signal-to-noise by
power at the detector output is equal to 0.75 dB.

Zap
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Comparing results represented in Figs. 11 and 12 it
can be said with assurance that the statistics at the

detector output given "no" and "yes" signal are no
different. Signal-to-noise by power 0.96 dB is a
region of the failure to detect a signal by the optimal
detector.

Generalized Detector: Observation by Indicator

fl[Zg> t]
Background noise (15) is observed at the detector

output given a* = 0 (the SMG is switched off) and
al = 0 ("no" signal in input stochastic process). It is
reasonable to point out that variance of noise compo-
nent of the optimal detector is determined by prod-
uct among signal model energy and noise variance.
With an increase in energy of signal model the
variance ofthe noise component increases and conse-
quently a variance of statistic at the optimal detector
output increases. Background noise is independent
of both the signal model energy and the signal
energy.

Given "yes" signal in input stochastic process
(al *- 0) and SMG switched off (a * = 0) the statistic
at generalized detector output is represented in Fig.
13. This statistic is determined by expression (16).
An average of signal energy (the first term) and
random component caused by interaction between
signal and noise (the second term) is added to
background noise with sign "minus." It is interior to
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FIG. 13. Generalized detector. Autocorrelation channel; indicator fl[Zg, t].
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the time interval where this is a "yes" signal solely.
Variance of the statistic at the detector output is
maximum given L = Lo + N. But it is obvious for
powerful signals (see the previous subsection).

Comparing Figs. 6 and 13 one can see evidence of
signal detection as variance of the statistic at the
detector output is greater than that of background
noise. Complete agreement with variance of back-
ground noise is observed given "no" signal on the
time axis (the differential time changes 61-68, Fig.
13). Analysis of the statistic presented in Fig. 13
allows definite conclusion "yes" signal in input sto-
chastic process; moreover signal may be arbitrary
structure. An increase in variance of the statistic at
the detector output indicates an interaction between
signal and noise that allows definite conclusion:
"yes" signal in input stochastic process. But in this
case the problem is not concerned with signal struc-
ture and exact definition of signal parameters.

Given that SMG is switched on for definition of

structure and parameters of detected signal (a* '* 0)
and "yes" signal in input stochastic process (al '* 0)
the statistic at the detector output is determined by
expression (17). Given a* = al and L *- Lo + N (no
falling within the limits of the same time interval.
between signal model and signal) or L = Lo + N
(falling within the limits of the same time interval
between signal model and signal) the statistic at the
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FIG. 14. Generalized detector. Correlation and autocorrelation channels; indicator fl[Zg, t].

generalized detector output is represented in Fig. 14.
It is necessary to consider two cases.

Case L :/=Lo + N. Given "no" signal within the
limits of the time interval (the differential time
changes 61-68) the statistic at the detector output is
determined by expression (18). The noise component
of the correlation channel defined by interaction
among signal model and noise is added to back-
ground noise. This leads to increased variance in
comparison with that of background noise as the
degree of uncertainty rises. Because of this, it is
expedient to carry out signal detection (not definition
of signal structure and parameters) given that the
SMG is switched off (a* = 0) for the purpose of
decreasing the degree of uncertainty. This is impor-
tant and essential salient evidence of generalized
detector operation.

Process (19) is added to background noise within
the limits of the time interval with "yes" signal on the
time axis (the differential time changes 0-60). It is
easy to notice an increase in variance of the observed
statistic as a result of the influence of the first and
second terms (19) because of noncorrelation among
at and a *. The third and fourth terms (19) present
the influence of the correlation channel noise compo-

'nent and the autocorrelation channel random compo-
nent of the generalized detector on the variance of
the statistic at the detector output as they are
stochastic.

Case L = Lo + N. It is reasonable to consider this
case at the differential time change 30 (see Fig. 14).
At this moment the statistic at the detector output is
determined by expression (20) because at and a *
appear to be correlated given L = Lo + N. Correla-
tion channel noise component and autocorrelation
channel random component are exactly compen-
sated at this moment by correlation between them
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whereas these components are noncorrelated at other
differential time changes on the time axis. Signal is
clearly detected at differential time change 30. A
decrease in variance of the statistic at the detector
output is specific evidence for the differential time
change 30 in Fig. 14. This is a characteristic singular-
ity of the generalized detector for weak signals.
Incidentally, the variance of signal component with
respect to an average of signal energy is determined
by variance of background noise (15) (see Fig. 6).
Indicated evidences define a signal location on the
time axis besides a detection of the expected signaL
At differential time change 30 the position of the
statistic at the detector output relative to the zero
axis is characterized by a mean corresponding to an
average of signal energy and by the variance of
background noise.

Generalized Detector: Observation by
Indicator f2[Zg, a*]
Given L =1= Lo + N the statistic at the generalized

detector output as a function of signal model ampli-
tude is represented in Fig. 15. Tracking window of
correlation channel is mismatched with signal on the
time axis. One can see that the statistic is shifted
down on value E~l relative to the zero axis given the
SMG is switched off(a* = 0). E~t is a part of signal
energy, which is equivalent to the matching degree of
the tracking window with signal on the time axis.
Given a * = 0 the variance of the statistic is deter-
mined as the variance of the stochastic process (21).

With increase in the amplitude of signal model
the variance of the statistic at the generalized
detector output increases linearly due to an addi-
tional action of correlation channel noise com-

ponent hIf=L-N2a Hi, which increases the degree of
uncertainty. Given L = Lo + N, the statistic at the
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generalized detector output as a function of signal
model amplitude is represented in Fig. 16. The
tracking window of the correlation channel is
matched with the signal on the time axis. Given that
a * = 0 parameters of the statistic at the detector
output correspond to parameters at differential time
change 30 (see Fig. 13). Herewith the statistic at the
generalized detector output is down displaced an
average of signal energy Eal relative to the zero axis.
With an increase in the amplitude of the signal
model the mean ofthe statistic at the detector output
is varied by the expression h!f=L-N!2alP T- a~;) and
has a positive tilt angle relative to the zero axis.
Given a* = al the mean is an average of signal
energy. With further increase in the amplitude of the
signal model the mean increases linearly. Variance of
the statistic at the generalized detector output is
determined by variance of the total background
noise (22). With increase in the amplitude of the
signal model from a* = 0 to a* = al the variance of
the statistic at the generalized detector output de-
creases. Given a* = al this variance is minimum and
equal to background noise one. By this means,
the effect of complete compensation between the
correlation channel noise component h!f=L-N2ani
and the autocorrelation channel random com-
ponent h!f=L-N2ali £i is realized owing to their correla-
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FIG. 15. Generalized detector. No falling within the limits of
the same time interval between signal model and signal by
structure; indicator fz[Zg, a*].
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FIG. 16. Generalized detector. Falling within the limits of
the same time interval between signal model and signal by
structure; indicator fz[Zg, a*].

tion. Variance of signal component is caused by back-
ground noise one (15) at the differential time change
30 (see Figs. 6 and 14). With further increase in the
amplitude of the signal model the variance of the
statistic at the generalized detector output increases.

By this means, with an increase in the amplitude
of signal model from 0 to a * = al the variance of the
statistic at the generalized detector output decreases
to a minimum. Given a* > alone can see an increase
in the variance of the statistic at the generalized
detector output. Furthermore the symmetry axis of
the statistic at the generalized detector output deter-.
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mIne y e expressIOn N'::"i=L-Nalia i-a Ii IS
clearly defined. Given L = Lo + N, the differential
time change 30 in Fig. 14, and the equality a * = al in
Fig. 16, define a signal location on the time axis and
an average of signal energy.

Analysis of experimental investigations for weak
signals leads us to the following conclusions.

. Signal is not detected using the optimal detector
given signal-to-noise by power at the detector input
equal to 0.96 dB. Signal-to-noise by power at the
detector output is equal to 0.75 dB.

. Signal is clearly detected using the generalized
detector given signal-to-noise by power at the detec-
tor input equal to 0.96 dB. Signal-to-noise by power
at the detector output is equal to -8.18 dB. This
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deterioration of signal-to-noise by power at the gen-
eralized detector output is caused by interference
action 'fJ.It is characteristic under detection of weak
signals using the generalized detector. Theoretical

. results verify this fact [28,30,38-42].
. The generalized detector has the greater amount

of informative evidence under signal detection and
estimation of signal parameters in comparison with
the optimal detector. Signal detection, definition,
and estimation of signal parameters are carried out
by the indicators fl[Zg, t] and f2[Zg, a*] simulta-
neously using the generalized detector.

. Evidence of signal detection, definition, and
estimation of signal parameters using the general-
ized detector is

- Variance of the statistic at the generalized
detector output is greater than variance of back-
ground noise (the indicator fl[Zg, t], Fig. 6).

- Variance of the statistic at the generalized
detector output shrinks both above and below the
instant of falling within the limits of the same time
interval between signal model and signal under
signal scanning on the time interval. Lower variance
diminishing is more graphically evidence (the indica-
tor fl[Zg, t], Fig. 14, the differential time change 30).

- Given a * = 0 the statistic at the generalized
detector output is lower relative to the zero axis (the
indicator f2[Zg, a*], Fig. 16).

- There is a positive tilt angle between the
symmetry axis of the statistic at the generalized
detector output and the zero axis of the coordinate
system of the indicator f2[Zg, a*]. This positive tilt
angle is constant with increase in the amplitude of
the signal model (the indicator f2[Zg, a *], Fig. 16). '

- Variance of the statistic at the generalized
detector output decreases relative to the positive tilt
angle given the amplitude of signal model is varied
from a* = 0 to a* = al' Given a* > al the variance of
the statistic at the generalized detector output in-
creases relative to the positive tilt angle (the indica-
tor f2[Zg, a*], Fig. 16).

. Falling within the limits of the same time
. interval between signal model and signal defines a

signal location on the time interval (the indicator
fl[Zg, t], Fig. 14, differential time change 30). Mini-
mum of variance of statistic at the differential time

change 30 is equal to that of background noise.
Energy parameters of signal are determined by this
fact.

. Evidence of the failure to detect the signal using
the generalized detector is provided by the following:

- Variance of the statistic at the generalized
detector output is equal to that of background noise
(the indicator fl[Zg, t]).

- Given a * > 0 the variance of the statistic at
the generalized detector output increases relative to
the zero axis of the coordinate system ofthe indicator
f2[Zg, a*].

5. CONCLUSIONS-
Analysis of theoretical and experimental investiga-

tions leads us to the following conclusions.

. Modification of initial prerequisites ofthe classi-
cal signal detection theory is the following. It is
supposed that there is a frequency-time region of
interferences with "yes" signal and there is a frequen-
cy-time region of interferences with "no" signal that
is known a priori. This modification makes it pos-
sible to perform a theoretical synthesis of the gener-
alized signal detection algorithm. Two uncorrelated
samples are used. One of the two is a reference
sample as it is known a priori that there is "no"
signal in this sample. This fact allows us to obtain a
jointly sufficient statistics of mean and variance of
the likelihood function (or functional). The optimal
signal detection algorithm of the classical theory
allows to obtain only the sufficient statistic of the
mean and is a component of the generalized signal
detection algorithm.

. Physicotechnicalinterpretation of the general-
ized signal detection algorithm is a composition
combination of correlation and autocorrelation detec-
tors. AF is a source of reference sample. Resonance
frequency of the AF is detuned relative to that of the
PF. Value of detuning is greater than an effective
spectral bandwidth of signal. Using the AF jointly
with the PF furnishes background noise of the
generalized detector. Background noise is a differ-
ence of energy characteristics of interferences at the
PF and AF outputs. This difference tends to zero in
the root-mean-square sense.

. Evidence of signal detection using the optimal
detector is an excess of signal component over noise
caused by interaction between signal model and
noise that corresponds to the criterion of the likeli-
hood function maximum.

. Signal is clearly detected using the optimal
detector given signal-to-noise by power at the opti-
mal detector input equal to 15.92 dB. Signal is not
detected using the optimal detector given signal-to-
noise by power at the optimal detector input equal to
0.96 dB.

. Signal is clearly detected using the generalized
detector given signal-to-noise by power at the gener-
alized detector input equal to 15.92 dB and 0.96 dB.
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. Evidences of signal detection, definition, and
estimation of signal parameters using the general-
ized detector are:

-excess of variance of statistic at the general-
ized detector output over variance of background
noise (the indicator fl[Zg, t]);

- under picking up signal within the limits of
the time interval when a given signal model is matched
with signal by time the variance of the statistic at the
generalized detector output decreases both overhead
and beneath; for weak signals an decrease in be-
neath is more marked (the indicator fl[Zg, t]);

- the statistic at the generalized detector out-
put is displaced downward relative to the zero axis of
coordinate system of the indicator f2[Zp a *] given
the SMG is switched off (the indicator f2[Zg, a*]);

- positive tilt angle between the zero axis of
coordinate system of the indicator f2[Zg, a*] and the
symmetry axis of the statistic at the generalized
detector output is formed and held constant with
increase in the amplitude of signal model (the indica-
tor f2[Zg, a *]);

-decrease in the variance of the statistic at the
generalized detector output with increase in the
amplitude of signal model from zero to amplitude of
signal and after increase in the variance of the
statistic at the generalized detector output with
further increase in the amplitude of the signal model
.(the indicator f2[Zg, a*]).

. Instant of matching between signal model and
signal using the generalized detector characterizes a
signal location on the time axis (the indicator fl[Zg, t]);
minimum of variance of the statistic at the general-
ized detector output corresponding to that of back-
ground noise characterizes a signal energy (the
indicator f2[Zg, a *]).

. Evidences of the failure to detect the signal
using the generalized detector are:

-variance of the statistic at the generalized
detector output corresponds to that of background
noise and is uniform (the indicator fl[Zg, t]);

- variance of the statistic at the generalized
detector output increases uniformly relative to the
zero axis with increase in the amplitude of signal
model (the indicator f2[Zg, a*]).

. The generalized detector has more informative
evidences in comparison with the optimal detector.
The generalized detector allows us to detect weak
signals which are not detected by the optimal detector.
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